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a b s t r a c t

The neutron decay constant, a, and effective delayed neutron fraction, beff, are important

parameters for the control of the dynamic behavior of nuclear reactors. For the heavy

water zero power reactor (HWZPR), this document describes the measurements of the

neutron decay constant by noise analysis methods, including variance to mean (VTM) ratio

and endogenous pulse source (EPS) methods. The measured a is successively used to

determine the experimental value of the effective delayed neutron fraction as well. Ac-

cording to the experimental results, beff of the HWZPR reactor under study is equal to 7.84e-

3. This value is finally used to validate the calculation of the effective delayed neutron

fraction by the Monte Carlo methods that are discussed in the document. Using the Monte

Carlo N-Particle (MCNP)-4C code, a beff value of 7.58e-3 was obtained for the reactor under

study. Thus, the relative difference between the beff values determined experimentally and

by Monte Carlo methods was estimated to be < 4%.

Copyright © 2016, Published by Elsevier Korea LLC on behalf of Korean Nuclear Society. This

is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/

licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).

1. Introduction

The heavy water zero power reactor (HWZPR) is a low power

research reactor. The reactor is used to train power reactor

operators and to provide an experimental base for research

studies on the physics of heavy water reactors as well as for

nuclear code validation. The nominal thermal flux of HWZPR

is about 108(n/cm�2s�1). The HWZPR is located at the nuclear

engineering department of a reactor school in Isfahan, Iran.

The importance of delayed neutrons on the reactor dy-

namics can be understood through their impact on the reactor

power change rate. Even if delayed neutrons constitute only a

very small fraction of the total number of neutrons, they play

a dominant role in the fission chain reaction control. There-

fore, the exact determination of the effective delayed neutron

fraction, beff, value is the main requirement in the field of

reactor physics. An accurate estimate ofbeff is essential for

converting reactivity, as measured in dollars, to an absolute

reactivity and to an absolutekeff. Additionally, a valuable

insight into the dynamic system behavior of a critical system

can be attained through the measurement of the prompt

neutron decay constant. Therefore, in thiswork by using noise
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analysis methods, such as the variance to mean (VTM) and

endogenous pulse source (EPS) methods, the prompt decay

constant a in different subcritical conditions, is measured and

the results are plotted on a linear scale. The data forms a

straight line and can be used to predict the value of a0 at delay

critical condition.

2. Reactor description

TheHWZPR employsmetal natural uraniumas fuel and heavy

water as a moderator. Its core is installed in a cylindrical tank,

240 cm in diameter and 300 cm in height. The reactor tank is

surrounded by a 75 cm thick graphite reflector. There are 124

fuel rods (each fuel rod contains 20 fuel pellets), two control

rods, and two safety rods. Theheight and diameter of each fuel

pellet are 10 cm and 3.5 cm, respectively. The cladding ismade

of aluminum alloy with 0.1 cm thickness and covers each fuel

pellet. Heavy water, 35 cm in depth, acts as a reflector under

the fuel rods in the tank. Because of low nominal power, 10W,

and low heat production in the core, the vessel, cladding, and

fuel tubes are made of aluminum alloy. This alloy has good

mechanical properties and is resistant against corrosion and

irradiation. The fuel rods and heavy water are kept under low

pressure nitrogen gas to prevent humidity entering the core

and to avoid heavy water degradation. The height and diam-

eter of the active core are 205.2 cm and 238 cm, respectively.

The fuel rods in the core are arranged in a square lattice with a

pitch of 18 cm. The He3 detector was used in the experiment

and was placed in the Al guide tube in the core [1].

3. beff Monte Carlo calculation

There are different methods for calculating thebeff. In this

work, the prompt method is used and the related expression

for beff is [2,3]:

beff ¼
〈cdnd〉
〈cn〉

¼ 1� 〈cn� cdnd〉
〈cn〉

y1� 〈cpnp〉

〈cn〉
(1)

where n andnd, are average neutron and delayed neutron

multiplicity per fission, respectively, c is the energy spectrum

of the total neutron, and cd is the energy spectrumof the delay

neutron. The term (cd�c)nd is two orders of magnitude smaller

than the one withcnp, because nd is two orders of magnitude

smaller than np. For the same reason, the shape of c is almost

equal to that ofcp, therefore the approximation in the last step

is valid. Often it is simply stated that:

〈cpnp〉

〈cn〉
¼ kp

k
/beffy1� kp

k
(2)

where k is the eigenvalue for all neutrons andkp is the eigen-

value for prompt neutrons only.

This approach is based on an approximate formula of beff
that essentially assumes that the “prompt” and “total”neutron

fluxes can be considered as being practically the same.

3.1. Calculation of beff in HWZPR

Monte Carlo N-Particle (MCNP)-4C was used to simulate

HWZPR configuration, in three dimensions. The continuous

energy cross section data from LANL/T-2 and ENDF-VI libraries

and S(a,b) thermal scattering model and the full continuous

energy cross section available from the MCNP4 Library were

used in the calculation. The three-dimensional model com-

prises all the reactor components such as the 124 fuel rods,

upper and lower grid plates, annular graphite reflector, and

aluminum tank. Because of the 18 cm step size of fuel rods, the

core wasmodeled as a 19� 19 lattice. The size of each lattice is

12.7279 cm � 12.7279 cm, so the diagonal of the lattice is 18,

which is a suitable step size for fuel rods. The extracted figures

from the output of MCNP-4C are shown in Fig. 1. The beff in the

HWZPR is calculated using the promptmethod, which requires

the calculation of the effective multiplication factor for total

neutron and prompt neutron, separately. The input files

including 500 cycleswith 40,000 histories per cycle, were run as

a KCODE source problem for critical calculation. The required

Fig. 1 e (A) Horizontal and (B) vertical view of simulated heavy water zero power reactor (HWZPR) by Monte Carlo N-Particle

(MCNP).
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value of the effective multiplication factor,keff, taking both

prompt and delayed neutrons into account, was acquired in

the straight calculationmode ofMCNP4C calculation, using the

data card KCODE. In the KCODEmode, themean values of both

prompt and delayed neutrons are used in criticality calcula-

tions. To prevent the influence of the delayed neutrons, a

TOTNU data card with entry NO had to be used, to obtain the

value of the effective multiplication factor for prompt neu-

trons, kp. A TOTNU card with NO as the entry causes np to be

used, and consequently kp to be calculated, for all fissionable

nuclides for which prompt values are available. If the TOTNU

card is used without any entry after it, the total average

numbers of neutrons from fissionn, both prompt and delayed

neutrons are used, and the total effective multiplication factor

is calculated [4].

4. Noise analysis measurement

The horizontal view of the HWZPR is shown in Fig. 2. The He3

detector is placed in a suitable position on the measurement

guide tube in the core. The signals of neutron pulses detected

by the He3 neutron detector are amplified by the preamplifier,

and then sent to the main amplifier for further amplification.

After being discriminated and shaped, the pulses are sent to

the statistical experiment control circuit and multifunction

multichannel analyzer (MCA). The maximum channel num-

ber is 4,000, the channel width changed from 10 mseconds to

105 mseconds and the dead time between channels is 2.5 mse-

conds. The suitable working mode of the multi analyzer is

chosen to do the different experiments. The schematic of the

statistical experiment instruments is shown in Fig. 3 [5].

In the statistical experiment, an important physical

parameter to be obtained is the prompt neutron decay con-

stant a ¼ beff�r

L
, whereL is the mean neutron generation time

and r ¼ keff�1
keff

is the reactivity. In delayed critical condition, r¼0

and the prompt neutron decay constant, denoted bya0, is

equal to
beff
L
. According to the HWZPR safety analysis report,

the value of L is reported as 0.884 � 10�3 seconds.

4.1. VTM ratio method

The Feynman technique relates dynamic parameters to the

ratio of the variance to the mean of the number of neutron

counts collected in a fixed time interval. If we repeatedly

measure the number of counts occurring in a given time in-

terval in the nuclear system, we can relate the parameters to

the VTM ratio of the number of counts:

S2

C
¼ C2 � C

2

C
(3)

where C, C, and S2 represent the number of neutron counts,

the average of neutron counts, and variance of the counts in

the fixed time interval, respectively.

Fig. 2 e Horizontal view of the heavy water zero power reactor (HWZPR) core configuration (lattice pitch, 18 cm).

Fig. 3 e Schematic block diagram of the experimental

setup. Det., detector; H.V, high voltage.
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Regarding the Poisson distribution, S2 ¼ C, therefore the

VTM ratio is C2�C
2

C
¼ 1.

For the reactor system, in addition to the neutrons which

obey the Poisson distribution, there are correlative neutrons in

the reactor, whichmakes the VTM ratio deviate from one. The

degree of deviation from one is expressed by Y, then:

S2

C
¼ C2 � C

2

C
¼ 1þ Y (4)

Y can be expressed as:

Y ¼ εDy

r2p

�
1� 1� e�at

at

�
(5)

where rp ¼ kp�1
kp

is the prompt reactivity, ε is the detector effi-

ciency, Dy ¼ y2�y

y2
is the Devin factor, and t is the measuring

time interval. The method of the VTM ratio involves the

measurement of Y, and usually Y values corresponding to

different t values. Finally, the least square fitting technique is

performed to obtain a and εDy

.
r2p
.

In this experiment, the important task is to collect data,

which are difficult to deal with and easily causemistakes if the

process is performed offline. In order to save the data process

time, the working mode of the multi analyzer is chosen in

such a way that the neutron pulses from the detector will be

the input signals of the channel and the clock pulses will be

the storing signals. The channel is the neutron pulse number

recorded in timet, while the stored number at this channel,Ni,

represents the number of intervals during which i pulses are

collected. Therefore, the mean value and the mean square

value can be easily written as:

C ¼
Pm

i¼1 iNiPm
i¼0 Ni

¼ 1
G

Xm
i¼1

iNi (6)

C2 ¼
Pm

i¼1 i
2NiPm

i¼0 Ni
¼ 1

G

Xm
i¼1

i2Ni (7)

wherem represents themaximumnumber of channels where

neutrons are recorded, Ni is the counts in i-th channel, i.e.,

number of the intervals during which i neutrons are entered,

and G is the total cycle number. From the mentioned equa-

tions, one can get:

G
Pm

i¼1 i
2Ni �

 PLk
i¼Sk

iNi

!2

G
PLk

i¼Sk
iNi

� 1 ¼ Yi ¼ A

�
1� 1� e�atj

atj

�
(8)

where Sk is the minimum count at time interval tj and Lk is the

maximum count at time interval tj. At the same subcritical

condition, the variance mean value ratios can be obtained for

different time intervals. The relationship curve of Yi and ti can

thus be obtained and will be processed by the least square

fitting method. The A anda can then be obtained [6].

4.2. EPS method

In the Rossi-alpha procedure for measurements, a multi-

channel analyzer is used as a multiscaler; the first pulse starts

the analyzer and subsequent pulses are recorded in the

appropriate channel. No interest is attributed to whether the

neutron density is increasing, decreasing, or remaining con-

stant. The endogenous pulse technique uses a triggering pulse

that occurs when the fluctuating neutron density reaches a

preselected level above the mean value. The natural fluctua-

tion of the reactorwill produce spontaneous bursts in the form

of pulses which are significantly higher than the mean level

and may be considered to be due to variations in the fission

rate. The decay of these pulses to a lower level is characterized

by the fundamental decay constant (a). The improvement of

this technique over the conventional Rossi-alpha measure-

ments isdue to thepreselectionofmeasuringperiodswhenthe

neutron density is decaying. This provides an increased signal

to background ratio, because only decay chains of significant

amplitude are analyzed. Such a technique has some of the

features of a pulsed neutronmeasurement while retaining the

simplicity, economy, and convenience of the conventional

Rossi-alpha measurements. The reduction in time required

over a conventional Rossi-alphameasurement is such that it is

practical to carry out EPS measurements on thermal reactors.

The experimental setup is substantially the same as that used

for the Rossi-alpha experiment, except that a special prese-

lection and triggering device is used. When a reactor is oper-

ated at critical or slightly subcritical state, the natural

fluctuation of the reactor will produce prompt paroxysmal

pulses which are higher than the average level, and they will

decay according to exponential law. The decay constant is the

prompt neutron decay constant, a. If these pulses are used to

trigger the multichannel time analyzer, and the latter is oper-

ated under the multichannel scaling mode, after the neutron

decay has been recorded, we can obtaina. The endogenous

pulsed technique is similar to that of the pulse neutron source

experiment, but the pulses are produced from the natural

fluctuationof theneutrons in the reactor. Theneutronnumber

variation with time is similar for both methods:

nðtÞ ¼ n0 expð�atÞ þ n (9)

where n is the mean neutron count or the mean background

count and n0 is the pulse neutron count of the starting chan-

nel. The mean neutron count at interval Dt is:

n ¼ FεDt For critical
n ¼ S0εDt

�
y
�
1� keff

�
For subcritical with an external source

(10)

where F is the fission rate, ε is the efficiency of the detector, S0
is the intensity of external source, y is mean number of neu-

trons per fission, and keff is the effective multiplication factor.

The above equation can be simplified as:

n0ðtÞ ¼ n0 expð�atÞ (11)

where n0ðtÞ ¼ nðtÞ � n and n is the background of the decay

curve of neutrons in the reactor. Usually n is taken from the

average value of the counts of the last channels of the decay

curve. The experimental data are fitted with an exponential

function to obtain the value of a according to Eq. (11).

The measuring time interval is relatively long and is

adjusted in such away that the ratio of signal to background is

suitable. The tests are required to choose the ratio of signal to
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background such that the measuring time can be shortened

and results with relatively high accuracy can be obtained.

In this experiment, when the number of collected neutron

pulses in a given time interval reaches the preset value, the

measuring system is triggered. Since the heavy water natural

uranium reactor is a system with high background and low

fluctuation, in the control circuit, besides the preselector, is a

background deduction circuit that increases the signal to

background ratio. After passing through the background

deduction circuit, the neutron pulses are sent to the pre-

selector, the output of which will trigger the multichannel

analyzer to begin the cycling counting [6].

5. Results and discussion

5.1. Calculation results

The first calculation in KCODE mode (500 cycles with 40,000

histories per cycle) with TOTNU card and NO, provided the

following value of effective multiplication factor for only

prompt neutrons: kp ¼ 0.9976 ± 0.00013. The second

calculation result was the value of total effective multiplica-

tion factor: k ¼ 1.00522 ± 0.00013.

The effective delayed neutron fraction for the HWZPR

reactor, calculated using the prompt method, is:

beffy1� kp

k
¼ 1� 0:9976

1:00522
¼ 0:007580±3:4% (12)

5.2. Experimental results

In the VTM and EPS experiments, the proportional counter

He3was used to measure the neutron decay constant (a) at

different water levels. In order to do the noise analysis

Table 1 e Results of Y parameter for different t and water
levels in the variance to mean (VTM) method.

t(sec) Heff (mm)

1,560.2 1,568.1 1,576.0 1,584.7 1,592.5

5e-3 0.386 0.433 0.456 0.463 0.526

0.01 0.768 0.703 0.801 0.864 0.999

0.02 1.312 1.363 1.554 1.771 1.864

0.04 2.260 2.470 2.704 3.016 3.323

0.06 2.997 3.350 3.742 4.027 4.464

0.08 3.664 4.110 5.584 5.053 5.654

0.1 4.025 4.401 5.043 5.825 6.645

Fig. 4 e Variation of Y deviation of Poisson distribution

versus channel width.

Table 3e Results of n and a parameters for differentwater
levels in the endogenous pulse source (EPS) method.

Water level (mm) 1,576.2 1,584.6 1,599.5

n (count/sec) 4,580± 1.5 5,981± 1.3 11,252± 1

a (sec�1) 18.99 ± 2.6 14.88± 3.3 11.97± 4.6

Data errors are presented as %.

Fig. 5 e Variation of measured neutron decay constant in

different water level in the heavy water zero power reactor

(HWZPR). (A) Versus 1/H2
eff. (B) Versus 1/Nave.

Table 2 e Results of A and a parameters for different water levels in the variance to mean (VTM) method.

Water level (mm) 1,560.2 1,568.1 1,576.0 1,584.7 1,592.5

A 6.67 ± 3.75 7.77 ± 6.5 9.28 ± 4.7 11.59 ± 5.6 14.82 ± 6.87

a (sec�1) 22.78 ± 6.3 20.75 ± 10 18.85 ± 7.4 15.91 ± 8.3 13.19 ± 9.5

Data errors are presented as %.
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experiments, a suitable electronic circuit is prepared (Fig. 3).

The multichannel analyzer is capable of working in different

modes in VTM and EPS experiments. In the VTM experi-

ment, five different subcritical conditions are considered. In

each water level, measurement is done in the different

seven time intervals. The height of heavy water correspon-

dence of the different subcritical states (Heff) and time in-

tervals (t) are shown in Table 1. By analyzing the neutron

count in each time interval ti, the deviation of VTM ratio

from one (Yi) are calculated, according to Eq. (8). The results

are shown in Table 1. In each subcritical condition, the

curve of Yi versus ti is plotted in Fig. 4. The curves are fitted

by Eq. (5) and the decay constant (a) in five different

subcritical levels are calculated. The results are reported in

Table 2.

In the EPS method, the experiment is done in three

different heavy water levels. The suitable mode of MCA is

chosen, and the collected experimental data is fitted by Eq.

(11) and the parameter a is calculated. The results are shown

in Table 3.

5.3. Calculation of neutron decay constant at delay
critical condition (a0)

For both VTM ratios and EPS methods, the a values are ob-

tained for the different water levels. By drawing the curve a

verses 1
H2

eff

, where Heff is the height of the heavy water in the

core, a straight line is obtained as.

a ¼ A

H2
eff

þ B (13)

The plot is shown in Fig. 5A. By the least square fitting

method, the constant values A and B in Eq. (13) can be ob-

tained. Themeasured critical water level is equal to 161.62 cm.

So if the value of the critical water level is substituted in Eq.

(13), the neutron decay constanta0 can be calculated.

Additionally, by drawing the curve a verses 1
n, where n is the

average counting rate of neutrons in the reactor, and inter-

polating the result to 1
n/0, the value a, related to delay critical

condition, is obtained. The results in Fig. 5B are fitted by Eq.

(14), and the constant b and a0 are calculated:

a ¼ a0 þ b
n

(14)

In the delay critical condition r ¼ 0, therefore.

a0 ¼
beff

L
0beff ¼ La00beff ¼ 0:884� 10�3a0 (15)

The value ofmean neutron generation timeL is reported in

the safety analysis report of the HWZPR. The experimental

results for a0 and beff are given in Table 4.

6. Conclusion

In this study, kinetic parameters in HWZPR are studied by

noise analysis methods. For measuring the neutron decay

constant (a), two different experiments including VTM ratio

and EPS are setup. The neutron decay constant, a, is measured

in different subcritical levels by the two mentioned methods.

By interpolating the results, the neutron decay constant, a0, in

the delay critical condition is obtained. Then, the values a0

and L are substituted in the Eq. a0 ¼ beff
L
, and the value of beff is

drive. The average of measured a0 and beff are equal to 8.87

(sec�1) and 7.84 � 10�3, respectively. Additionally, MCNP-4C

code is used to calculate effective delay neutron fraction beff

by the prompt method. The results are shown in Table 4. The

difference between experimental and calculated beff is 3.4%. It

should be noted that the good consistency between the

calculated and measured result verifies beff calculation with

MCNP-4C code. Since the HWZPR can be utilized in different

core configurations, this calculation method can be used to

predict beff in other lattice pitches. The calculation of kinetic

parameters is necessary before any core configuration change.
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Table 4 e The results of a0 and beff by different methods.

Methods VTM EPS MCNP result

Parameter a0ðsec�1Þ beff a0ðsec�1Þ beff beff
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